
Chapter 11:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
ABNORMAL TALENT, KOBOLD
Lu Yuan flipped his right hand and took out the black light alloy sword from
the war pattern space.

The body of the sword reflects the gloomy light in the hot sunlight.

Lu Yuanmao leaned forward cautiously towards the gray stone beetle.

When it approached the graystone beetle for about 20 meters, the graystone
beetle's action of eating the rock suddenly stopped, and the two tentacles on

its head trembled, and then turned around.

After seeing Lu Yuan, it was stunned.

Lu Yuan was also taken aback.

This little thing feels a little sensitive.

The two sides looked at each other, and after the air was silent, the Greystone
Beetle made a squeaking sound, stepped on its eight short legs, and leaped

towards Luyuan.

Greystone beetle is only the size of a puppy, almost as high as Lu Yuan’s knees,
but its mouthparts are fierce, which still looks a little scary.

After all, this is a worm. Lu Yuan has never seen such a big worm on earth in

his previous life, and it is not an alien.

However, Lu Yuan now has strength, so naturally he won't be nervous.

When the Greystone Beetle rushed in front of Lu Yuan, it opened its hideous

mouthparts and bit towards Lu Yuan's calf.
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Lu Yuan practiced both the martial arts fist and the martial arts sword with
evasive footwork, one sideways, easily avoiding the bite of the gray stone

beetle.

The black alloy sword in his hand was cut out and slashed on the graystone
beetle's head.

Click!

The black light alloy sword seemed to be chopped on the rock, making a dull

sound, and the sword body stuck on the graystone beetle's head.

This is completely different from the power of the cat archer's bow that Lu

Yuan saw before.

He understood that this might be the difference between genetic weapons and
ordinary weapons.

But he is poor and cannot afford genetic weapons. What can be done?

The power of the graystone beetle was extremely powerful. Lu Yuan slashed

the graystone beetle with a sword, causing it to scream sharply and twisting its

body frantically.

The huge strength made Lu Yuan almost unable to hold the long sword in his
hand. The long sword came out of the wound, and the greystone beetle bit

towards Lu Yuan again.

The distance was so close that Lu Yuan could see the fierce mouthparts that
opened and closed.

He jumped a step back abruptly.

Click!

The mouthparts bite in front of the feet of Luyuan.

Lu Yuan was so shocked that cold sweat came out of his back.

It is completely different from the monsters encountered in reality!



The power in the tiny body of the Greystone Beetle is a little stronger than
him.

Is this the monster of Origin?

Fortunately, he didn't come in right after he awakened, otherwise he must be

very restless.

The wound made the Greystone Beetle angry. Seeing Lu Yuan avoiding it, it
rushed forward again.

Greystone Beetle's attack action is very single. After gaining experience, Lu
Yuan can easily dodge its attack.

While avoiding the attack, he left a wound on the graystone beetle's head by

the way.

After slashing the Greystone Beetle five times, the long sword in Lu Yuan's
hand passed through the thick carapace on its head and pierced it completely.

The gray stone beetle squeaked, its body fell to the ground, and its eight short

legs kept twitching.

die.

Lu Yuan looked at the dead graystone beetle and exhaled slightly.

This life-and-death fight is different from martial arts training in the martial

arts hall, Lu Yuan sweats on his forehead.

Fortunately, it is a creature without intelligence after all, and it is not too

difficult.

At this time, the dead graystone beetle flashed white light, and the white light

condensed in front of it, forming a white crystal the size of a thumb.

His eyes lit up and he smiled.

This is one of the most attractive things in the place of origin.



The crystal of life energy condensed when the monster dies, the spirit crystal.

Lingjing is not only easy to absorb, but it is also the basic currency unit for

transactions among the tens of thousands, which has very important value.

Basically every monster will drop spirit crystals, it's just a matter of more or

less.

Weak monsters like the Greystone Beetle can drop the most one.

Lu Yuan saw it in the newcomer post before.

Such a small spiritual crystal can be absorbed by a trainee-level genetic
warrior in about ten minutes to half an hour, which can be comparable to the

results of a few hours or even a day of cultivation of an average person.

Lu Yuan picked up the Lingjing.

He thought for a while, this spirit crystal has no other use right now, so let's
absorb it first to see the effect.

But you have to find a safe place first. After all, it’s a bit dangerous to not

move for ten minutes.

Deal with this greystone beetle first.

Lu Yuan used an alloy sword to cut off a thick gray stone armor on the back of
the gray stone beetle.

This is forging material, which can be taken outside to sell for money.

After putting away the gray stone beetle, the gray stone beetle had no value,
and Lu Yuan left here.

It didn't take long before he found a secluded cave under a rocky Gobi.

He entered the cave, and after sitting down, he took out the previous spirit

crystal.



Lu Yuan held the spirit crystal in his hand according to the information on the
post he saw before, and used the aura guidance technique.

Suddenly, the spirit crystal turned into strands of spiritual energy, which was

absorbed by Lu Yuan, passed through the white mist, and finally merged into

the gene chain. The bottom gene chain once again brightened up a little bit,
which was almost the same as the effect of his hard work for an hour.

Lu Yuan: "..."

Lu Yuan, who had just closed his eyes, opened his eyes again, looking at the

spiritual crystal powder in his hand a little dazedly, a little unresponsive.

Gone?

That's it?

Didn’t you say that it takes at least ten minutes?

This...I have a problem with my time concept?

Lu Yuanren is a bit silly.

He found that his situation seemed to be different from what was said in the
post.

said earlier that it would take several days for the induction to absorb aura,
but he closed his eyes and absorbed it.

Now that it takes ten minutes to absorb the spirit crystal at least, he has
absorbed all of his breaths.

Then Lu Yuan thought, he was relieved again.

, too, after all, it was the same when absorbing aura for the first time before,
and it was absorbed all at once, and there was no need for preparation time.

I'm the one who is said to be talented, right?



Lu Yuan was a little bit happy.

and many more…

At this moment, Lu Yuan's eyes lit up suddenly when he thought of something.

It takes ten minutes for others to absorb a spiritual crystal, so naturally you

need to collect it and find a safe place to absorb it together.

But he is different, just one or two breaths.

Does that mean that he can hunt monsters while absorbing the fallen spirit
crystals?

In this case, isn't his growth rate much faster than others?

Not only that, the aura in the spirit crystal can supplement the aura that is

missing.

Now he doesn't need to consume aura, but he will burn genes in the future,
but it takes a lot of aura to perform genetic warfare skills.

Does that mean that he can consume aura while replenishing it?

Perpetual motion machine?

Lu Yuan had several bold ideas at once.

Your talent is too awesome, right? !

deserves to be me!

Lu Yuan calmed down his excitement and left the cave, intending to continue

hunting.

With a combat experience, Lu Yuan also has a general understanding of his

current strength.

His current strength is very easy to deal with a graystone beetle, two can also

fight, and three are probably going to run away.



He continued to search for prey, intending to find the graystone beetle alone.

Fortunately, the gray stone forest is very large, there are many gray stone

beetles, and there are many orders.

More than an hour, Lu Yuan found seven graystone beetles alone.

defeated the Greystone Beetle, he absorbed the spiritual crystal, and the

spiritual energy he obtained was comparable to that of Lu Yuan's hard work

all night.

This cultivation speed is almost ten times that of the original.

And this is just the beginning. As his strength increases, the speed of hunting

graystone beetles will become faster and faster, and the speed of improvement

will only get faster and faster.

嗤!

After several confrontations, Lu Yuan pierced the head of the lone Greystone
Beetle with a sword.

He skillfully picked up the spirit crystal on the ground, and then cut the gray

stone armor off.

Just when Lu Yuan was about to leave, the sound of footsteps came from

behind him.

He turned his head and saw two kobolds wearing black leather armor and long
knives coming over the stone pillar.

The two kobolds were also stunned when they saw Lu Yuan.

They quickly clenched their weapons vigilantly and turned to look around.

But after discovering that no one was around, the two kobolds looked at each

other, and their smiles at Lu Yuan gradually became savage.

"Look what we found? A lonely human race!"



"Human race, what do you think we should do?"

Lu Yuan frowned slightly as he watched the two kobolds slowly approaching.

He had anticipated such a situation before.

After all, there is a mixture of fish and dragons here, after the death of the

genetic warrior, UU reading www. What uukanshu.com obtained before will

fall out of the war pattern space again, and maybe you will encounter the

situation of black eating black.

So Lu Yuan tried to find no one to hunt the monsters.

After all, he is still very self-aware, and his current strength is still far from the

genetic warriors who have been awakened for a long time.

I didn't expect him to be so careful, but he still bumped into someone.

"Hey hey~ Human Race, let me stand still, my knife is fast, it won't make you

feel painful."

A kobold with a long knife in his hand, with a wretched smile on his face,
waved the long knife in his hand.

Another kobold smiled more exaggeratedly, he licked the corner of his mouth:

"I would rather you resist, so that we can have more fun."

Lu Yuan looked at the two kobolds with smiles on their faces:

"My friend is around, are you just two of you?"

Hearing this, the two kobolds paused, and looked around uncertainly.

"your friend…"

A kobold didn't notice the situation, and while talking, he looked at Lu Yuan,
only to find that Lu Yuan had run tens of meters.



Suddenly, the kobold was furious: "Damn the human race! How dare you lie to

me!"

"Chasing! Kill him!"

Lu Yuan turned around and saw the two kobolds who were catching up,
grinning.

"My little master, I remember you! You guys will wait for the little master!"

Oh day.

Lu Yuan is uncomfortable.

Looking at the equipment on the two kobolds, Lu Yuan knew that he couldn't
beat it.

can only run if you can't beat it.

I didn't expect these two kobolds to really catch up like dogs.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's head is a bit big.
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